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Part One is now FREE on . This is part two of The Piano Girl.Â She plays from memory. Her

memories.The continuing saga of a girl, a boy, and the future of a kingdom. This princess-to-pauper

story is filled with prayers, promises and plenty of piano. Part one and two are combined in

paperback and audio on Â Audible.Â The Viola Girl, the second book in the Counterfeit Princess

Series is now available.
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So if you've read PART 1#,duh, of course, you've already bought PART 2#! Duh! But your question

is: Was 2# as good 1#? Well, it was so good that I started it the same night that I had finished the

1st book. Does it have you turning pages? HECK, YEAH! { that much is obvious}. Loved the hero,

so responsible. One of my favorite scenes has to be the food fight! And not only because it involves

mashed potatoes!( Uhuh, you heard me right),:)! And if you're like me, you love a strong heroine.

And, man, has this girl been thru it! Only to go thru more in PART 2#!!! The ending will make you

sigh with contentment and throw a gargantuan smile on your face,(just FYI, I've never used that



word in a book review)! And no worries, still super clean, just an extra kiss or two.(Sigh)! Now,

waste no time, go read this unbelievably AWESOME book!!! Thanks for reading my review, 'hope it

helped you!!!

I have another book to add to my favorites list! Luckily I was in the car heading home from a trip that

I was able to dive in and read the second half of the book. I usually don't buy too many ebooks

because I prefer hard copies and will usually find free downloads for in between books. I did

purchase the second half and have to say that it was well worth the price! I highly recommend this

to anyone who likes a fairytale type book. The princess has to learn and experience hardships that

will help her learn how to be a great queen. I love the secrecy of who she really is and the big reveal

when everyone finds out who she is. Definitely worth sharing and telling others about it. I am excited

to have my daughters read it. It is a good clean Christian book but not preachy (I enjoy all ranges of

Christian books but know some readers hesitate if it gets to be too much). If you are debating

wether you want to buy it or not and if it is worth it I would say a very emphatic YES!! Happy

Reading!!!

A perfect conclusion to a wonderful story! Extremely well thought out, a clear tie to God and life

lessons that we can all learn from. Read the books soon!!! You won't regret it! Sherri tells a story

that keeps you captivated and wanting more. This is a series I'll be buying for all the teenage girls

close to my heart. It's a perfect gift for preteens as well.

Ah, the conclusion to The Piano Girl.Wow!This was fun. Just when things seem easy, something

happens, then something else happens.The pox from the first book plague her, and she hides

herself in a cloak so her face is unseen, however, people r fear to her as The Swamp Girl, because

it is well known now that she contracted pox in the swamp as she journeyed there. They still don't

know she's princess Alia, they think her name is Dory, but she's also known as the royal pianist,

meaning she plays for the royalty of Blue Sky.She is out of prison now, but goes into service at the

king and queen's palace to pay for her "misdeed". She fears telling anyone about her true identity

because many counterfeit princesses are expected, and the consequences for being found to be

the fake princess is a banishment to a wilderness which would make survival difficult.She decides to

wait for her father to arrive in a few weeks for the wedding to let her secret out. As long as she plays

piano for the royalty, and stays in service, she feels safe. Um...maybe not so much.Her intended is

handsome and kind and she immediately falls in love with him, but her fake identity makes it



impossible for them to ever be together.Again, many things happen to her and not all of it is good.

But it is still upbeat and entertaining.Good stuff.Worth the read, and I'd say all ages can read this

with great enjoyment

Just as good as the first one. I was not let down. If you are looking for good clean adventurous

reading books for your pre-teen and teenage girls, this is it. Even most "Christian" books do NOT

meet our standards due to the very compromised morals of many. Yet, this was startlingly

refreshing and I look forward to my daughters and our Girls Book Club members, I am sure, will be

thrilled with it as well. I have never met the author, but I thank God for using her to fill a need in

today's new books, of which this is the first I have found that truly excels without any exception.

After reading The Piano Girl - Part One, I was very grateful that Part Two was immediately available.

I am not a patient person. I just had to know the "rest of the story" for this beautiful, spoiled, piano

playing princess who was not so beautiful or spoiled anymore. I was not disappointed. The

adversities and trials of life made her better not bitter. We should all learn such important lessons

from our lives.

I loved how the story is set in a fantasy world (made it fun - interesting characters and challenges to

face), and I liked how The Piano Girl learned and grew as she made her way down some pretty dark

roads. But it was by no means a dark story. Instead it is filled with hope, and friendship, and loyalty,

lessons learned and loves won. I really liked it a lot.

I really enjoyed this book and part 1. My daughter is still only a baby but this is a book I will enjoy

reading to her when she is a little older. It is a great adventure story with great morals. So many of

society's "princesses" need to spend a little time in a "commoners" shoes. I loved this very important

lesson on becoming aware of who the people living around us are, and understanding their needs.

This is a beautiful adventure and love story with a great lesson for us all!
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